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Freshman Curriculum Guide Freshman English Writing Intensive F19, 13-23, 12-22, 11-21 THE FRESHMAN PROGRAM FRESHMAN ENGLISH 11-21 (Honors) WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE



This course begins prior to the opening of school with a required reading. This course focuses on the development of sophisticated thinking, writing and reading skills, vocabulary, and understanding of English conventions. Each semester literature instruction is based on the integrated discussion of mythology, the Bible as literature, fiction and selected poetry. In the second semester the study of Shakespearean drama is also integrated. Throughout the year, students are introduced to a variety of literary terminology and are taught how to read both for meaning and appreciation in assigned works and in selected outside reading. Students are expected to exhibit strong writing skills and will participate in a variety of culturally enriching activities throughout the year.



FRESHMAN ENGLISH 12-22 WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE



This course focuses on the integration of writing and reading skills, vocabulary and spelling development, and developing mastery of English conventions. Each semester’s reading and literature instruction is based on the integrated discussion of mythology, the Bible as literature, fiction and selected poetry. In the second semester, such study is also integrated with the study of Shakespearean drama. Throughout the year, students are introduced to a variety of literary terminology and are taught how to read both for meaning and appreciation in assigned works and in selected outside reading.



FRESHMAN ENGLISH 13-23



This course emphasizes the same skills as English 12-22, but moves at a slower pace and includes additional support for students who have experienced difficulty with reading, writing, vocabulary, spelling, and grammar. In the first semester, students also study the short story as well as some mythology, and selected stories from the Bible. In addition, they review basic library skills. In the second semester, students study a play. The course also offers the study of additional short stories and the novel. Thus, throughout the year, students are introduced to fundamental literary terminology, and are encouraged to read for enjoyment and appreciation.



WRITING INTENSIVE COURSE



District 219 Niles Township High Schools Niles North & Niles West Skokie, Illinois



Prepared by: Kim Barker Paul S. Bellwoar Kerry Daley Michael Graham Rachel Gross Mary Ellen Guercio Dan Quinlan Directors: Roger Stein March 2008 Revised: August 2009



Sanlida Cheng



ENGLISH PROGRAM SEQUENCES Pathways illustrate typical movement within a sequence of courses; however, adjustments in sequence can be made to accommodate individual needs. Grade Weight Level is indicated in parentheses.



Freshman Year Year



Sophomore Year



Junior Year



Senior



Freshman English 13-23 (II) With (West) or W/out Reading 1-2 (II)



Soph. English 33-43 (II) With or Without Reading 1-2 (II)



Freshman English 12-22 (III)



Intro. to ALCUSH (II & III) Senior English (II)



Intro. to Amer Lit. & Composition (II)



With Reading 1-2 (II) ALCUSH (III) Soph. English 32-42 (III)



Freshman English 12-22 (III)



American Lit. & Composition (III)



Honors ALCUSH (IV) Freshman English 11-21 Honors (IV)



Soph. English 31-41 Honors (IV)



College Preparatory English (III)



College Preparatory English Honors (IV)



American Lit. & Comp. Honors (IV) AP Great American Writers (V)



Electives (semester courses) Freshman – Senior Year Year Journalism (III) Conflict(IV) Photojournalism & Publications* (III) Creative Writing (III) Public Speaking (III) Advanced Public Speaking (IV) Newspaper Production* (IV) Yearbook Production* (IV)



Sophomore – Senior Year



Junior-Senior



Images in Literature (III)



Lit. of Moral



Lit. of Sports & Amer. Culture (III) Lit. of Peace & Non-Violence (III) Bible & Mythology (IV) World Literature (III or IV) English Composition & Rhetoric (III)



Humanities 1* (III) Humanities 2* (III)



• These courses do not carry English elective credit but will count as a general elective credit.
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AP English (V)



Instructional Materials BOOKS OF MICE AND MEN MAN THE MYTHMAKER THE ODYSSEY CURIOUS INCIDENT OF THE DOG IN THE NIGHT-TIME TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD ROMEO AND JULIET ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT THE LEAST YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT ENGLISH (N) INTERACTIVE GRAMMAR (W) VOCABULARY FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT (W) WORD WITHIN THE WORD, SELECTED ROOTS (N)



F19 X X



12-22 X X



11-21 X X



X



X



X X



X



X



X



X



X X



X X



X



X



X



X



X



X



X



X



X



X
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AGREED-UPON ELEMENTS Freshman English Learning Targets August 2009 Revised: April 2010



Over-arching Reading Target I can critically read and derive meaning from a variety of texts. Sub-targets • I can identify the author’s main idea or purpose. • I can locate supporting details in a passage. • I can use textual evidence to make accurate and appropriate inferences and conclusions. • I can determine the meaning of unfamiliar words through context. • I can identify cause/effect relationships. • I can identify the sequence of events in a passage. • I can identify how the author uses language to convey meaning. • I can identify examples of literary terms in a passage. (See reverse side.) • I can identify how a passage exemplifies literary themes, archetypes and/ or movements. Over-arching Writing Target I can write for a variety of purposes and audiences, conveying their intended message and meaning. Sub-targets • I can express a clear thesis, point of view, theme or unifying event. (focus) • I can support writing with context and relevant, sufficient examples. (support) • I can explain connection between evidence and thesis. (elaboration) • I can structure writing demonstrating a clear, logical flow of ideas. (organization) • I can vary sentence structure and vocabulary. (language facility) • I can use standard written English. (usage) Literary Terms • I can match literary terms to their definitions. (See reverse side.) Also see the reading target above: “Identify examples of literary terms in a passage.” Note: Terms from first semester may also be assessed in second semester. Commonly Confused Words • I can differentiate between pairs of commonly confused words in context. See reverse side for pairs of words. (Taught throughout the year but assessed in second semester) Over-arching Usage/Editing Target I can edit sentences using Standard English conventions. • • • • • • •



I can identify parts of speech (e.g. noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction, interjection) (F19 and 12-22 only) (Semester 1 only) I can identify parts of a sentence (e.g. subject, predicate, in/dependent clauses, phrases,) (Semester 1 and re-integrated into Semester 2) I can correct fragments and run-on sentences. (Semester 2) I can correctly combine and punctuate two sentences. (Semester 2) I can identify correct subject/verb agreement (Semester 2) I can identify correct tense consistency. (Semester 2) I can punctuate sentences correctly using commas (Semester2) --Before for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so when they connect two independent clauses --To separate three or more items in a series
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--After an introductory expression (word, phrase or dependent clause) or before a comment or question tagged to the end. --When quoting from a text. Literary Terms



Semester 1 * allusion antagonist archetype characterization climax connotation denotation dialogue fiction figurative language image metaphor mood motif narrator personification point of view (omniscient, first person, limited third person) prose protagonist setting simile setting suspense symbol theme tone



Semester 2 act alliteration apostrophe aside blank verse couplet drama figure of speech foil foot free verse hyperbole Iambic pentameter irony dramatic irony meter monologue onomatopoeia oxymoron paradox poetry prologue pun rhyme (end rhyme, internal rhyme) scene soliloquy sonnet stanza *Terms from first semester may be assessed also in second semester.



Commonly Confused Words accept/except advise/advice affect/effect all ready/already are/our brake/break choose/chose clothes/cloths coarse/course complement/compliment conscious/conscience dessert/desert do/due



feel/fill fourth/forth have/of here/hear knew/new know/no lead/led loose/lose passed/past personal/personnel piece/peace principal/principle quiet/quite
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right/write than/then their/there/they’re threw/through two/too/to weather/whether were/wear/where/we’re who’s/whose woman/women you’re/your



Types of Assessments Writing Assessments: • narrative • in-class essays • multi-draft essays • portfolio • reading quizzes • objective tests and quizzes • argument of fact Grammar Emphases: • sentence construction • comma splices • subject verb agreement • tense consistency • commonly confused words • sentence combining • subordination Writing and Research Emphases: • Plagiarism Prevention • Process writing • Timed writing • Claim/evidence/ warrant Listening and Speaking: • Orally sharing communication in large and small groups • Effective listening skills Literary Terms: see appendix F19 Reading Workshop Overview Description Nancie Atwell’s book, The Reading Zone: How to Help Kids Become Skilled, Passionate, Habitual, Critical Readers reminds us of what’s important in the teaching of reading, freeing literacy teachers to abandon the fads and formulas that have spread like wildfire through our reading workshops. Atwell cites novelist Robertson Davies as teaching each student the “personal art” of reading. By using the reading workshop approach, it is the hope that students will become smarter, happier, and compassionate due to their independent reading experiences. 6



Reading workshop invites students to enter the pleasurable world of reading, thus allowing him/her to hopefully embrace books. The top ten conditions that Atwell said make engaged reading possible are: 1. Book talks and mini-lessons 2. A big, diverse classroom library with new additions 3. Quiet, daily, in-class time to read 4. Individual’s free choice of books, authors, and genres 5. Recommendations of books from friends and the teacher 6. Comfort during in-class reading 7. Students’ letter to the teacher and classmates about their reading 8. Individuals’ conversations with the teacher about their reading 9. Individual’s lists of the books they want to read someday 10. Homework reading of at least half an hour every night Rationale Reading workshop operates under the philosophy that the only delivery system for reading comprehension is reading. When reading is meaningful, understanding cannot be separated from decoding. Comprehension is not a set of sub-skills children have to be taught. When kids are reading stories that are interesting to them, when the books are written at their independent reading levels, comprehension – the making of meaning- is direct, and the kids understand. The reading teacher’s goal should be to eliminate- or at least reduce- frustration and to make reading easy. Reading workshop teachers may do some or more of the following: • Introduce new books and old favorites • Tell about authors and genres • Read aloud authors and genres • Talk with kids about their reading rituals and plans • Teach the element of fiction • Teach what efficient readers do and don’t do • Teach how punctuation gives voice to reading • Highlight who won this year’s Newberry Award • Outline the different purposes for reading that affect a reader’s style and pace • Communicate why the only way to become a strong, fluent reader is to read often Suggested Workshop Format In Class Each workshop (conducted in a 42 minute class period) should include the following components: 1. Mini-lesson on a discreet skill, workshop procedure, or book talk (10-15 minutes) 2. Students logging their starting and stopping pages during the reading time provided. 3. Independent reading/one-to-one reading with discussion with students (20 -25 minutes) a. As students read, the teacher sits with individuals to hear them quietly read aloud. The teacher informally checks for reader’s fluency and phonemic awareness. The teacher discusses questions about vocabulary and/or plot with the student. (maximum 5 minutes per session) 7



Weekly Reading Packets At the beginning of each week, the students will receive a reading packet. It provides a structured format of evaluating students’ progress and assigning grades. It allows students to compete with themselves – not other students. The model is adapted from Norma Jackson and Paula Pillow’s book, The Reading-Writing Workshop: Getting Started. The packet includes: 1. A reading contract – students set a weekly goal that reflects the amount of reading material they can read independently in one week. 2. However many S.O.S. Sheets (Summary/Opinion & Share) assigned for that week. 3. A worksheet, outline, or handout for the reading skill that will be covered that week. Packets are collected at the end of each week. Readers’ Roundtable Once a week, the two F19 classes are combined. The 84-minute class time includes: • Small group book discussions led by teachers and student literacy tutors • Letter essay writing and responding • Guests from the community join us for a discussion about his/her reading experiences as a reader. They may share a favorite book, short story, or article with the students. Guests may also speak to the students about their reading habits, past or present.



Suggestions for responding to reading • • • •



Readers’ Roundtable (see page 47) Letter Essays (see page 48) Small group discussions with Literacy Center tutors One-to-one conversations with the teacher Writing Workshop Overview



Description Based on Nancie Atwell’s In the Middle: Writing, Reading, and Learning with Adolescents, writing workshop provides student writers with the four main things that writers need: 1) time, in class, dedicated for writing (at least three class periods every two weeks); 2) ownership of their writing; 3) response in a timely fashion; and 4) choice of topics and genres. The overall goals of writing workshop are for students to create literature, to develop voice as writers, and to develop skill with the conventions of Standard Written English. Writing workshop should be conducted in the second semester since students have less choice in terms of what they read in the second semester.



Rationale
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Writing workshop is grounded on the premises that writers learn to write by writing, and that motivation comes from writing for an authentic purpose. Thus, class time is devoted to the act of writing and students choose their topics. Writing workshop benefits students in several ways: 1. individualized instruction based on a student’s strengths/weaknesses as a writer 2. skills are taught in the context of a student’s writing 3. feedback is offered throughout the writing process 4. lessons are designed in response to students’ needs 5. students focus on process, with an emphasis on revision and publication 6. flexible deadlines teach time management 7. students have a voice in assessment and are accountable for their own grade Writing workshop also benefits teachers in several ways: 1. mechanism to monitor student growth 2. records for parent-teacher conferences 3. lessons designed in response to student needs 4. manageable stacks of papers to read (8-10 each night) 5. reading of papers focused on editing



Suggested Workshop Format Each workshop (conducted during a 42 minute class period) should include the following components: 1. Mini-lesson on a discreet skill or workshop procedure (10-15 minutes) 2. Progress report in which students share their topic and stage of the writing process (5 minutes) 3. Writing/one-to-one conferencing with peers and/or the teacher (20-25 minutes) 4. Sharing/publishing time in which students read a selection and get feedback (2-5 minutes)



Suggestions for publication • • • • • • • •



North Star Calliope Local writing contests “This I Believe” “My Turn” Class publication Oral reading in class Letters to School, or Community, Officials



Suggested Semester Schedule
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First Semester Writing workshop for first semester has students writing about topics of their choice, but with more structure in terms of the style of the pieces. The focus is on analyzing existing models to learn the elements of effective essays, and to emulate these models as students write their own. The following curricula are used in the first semester because they have as defining characteristics a clear purpose and target audience: • “This I Believe” • “My Turn” Students meet for writing workshop one period per week in the first semester.



Second Semester Student writing in second semester writing workshop is less imitative, though students are still encouraged to emulate examples of good writing. Unlimited possibilities in terms of topic, form, purpose, target audience, etc. await students in second semester writing workshop. Students meet for writing workshop three class periods every two weeks, as follows: • Week “A” – Workshop on Friday for two periods • Week “B” – Workshop on Friday for one period The expected level of production for the second semester of writing workshop is five published drafts to be eligible for an “A.”
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THEMATIC UNITS Following are the thematic units covered in the freshman curricular year in this suggested order: 1. The Beginning of Things 2. Models & Mentors 3. Hero Cycle* ³ 4. End of Innocence 5. Destruction & Renewal 6. Changes of the Human Year 7. Hero Cycle* ³ *



Varies according to school. See your mentor. Duration and coverage of the Hero Cycle varies according to school, level, and instructor; it need



³



not be covered as an entire unit equal in depth and breadth to the other units. Elements of the Hero Cycle may be covered in other units.



Student Learning Targets (Predicated, in part, on the ACT College-Readiness Standards) Over-arching Reading Target Students critically read and derive meaning from a variety of texts. Sub-targets • Identify the author’s main idea or purpose. • Locate supporting details in a passage. 11



• • • • • • •



Use textual evidence to make accurate and appropriate inferences and conclusions. Determine the meaning of unfamiliar words through context. Identify cause/effect relationships. Identify the sequence of events in a passage. Identify how the author uses language to convey meaning. Identify examples of literary terms in a passage. (See reverse side.) Identify how a passage exemplifies literary themes, archetypes and/ or movements.



Over-arching Writing Target Students write for a variety of purposes and audiences, conveying their intended message and meaning. Sub-targets • Express a clear thesis, point of view, theme or unifying event. (focus) • Support writing with context and relevant, sufficient examples. (support) • Explain connection between evidence and thesis. (elaboration) • Structure writing demonstrating a clear, logical flow of ideas. (organization) • Vary sentence structure and vocabulary. (language facility) • Use standard written English. (usage) Literary Terms • Students match literary terms to their definitions. (See reverse side.) Commonly Confused Words • Differentiate between pairs of Commonly Confused Words in context. (Tested in second semester) (accept/except, advice/advise, affect/effect, all ready/ already, are/or/our, brake/break, choose/chose, clothes/cloths, coarse/course, complement/compliment, conscious/conscience, desert/dessert, do/due, does/dose, feel/fill, fourth/forth, have/of, hear/here, it’s/its, knew/new, know/no) Over-arching Usage/Editing Target Students edit sentences using Standard English conventions. Sub-targets • Identify parts of a sentence (e.g. subject, predicate, in/dependent clauses, phrases, sentences fragments) (Semester 1) • Correct run-on sentences. (Semester 2) • Correctly punctuate combined sentences. (Semester 2) • Identify correct subject/verb agreement (Semester 2) • Identify correct tense consistency. (Semester 2) Literary Terms Semester 1



Semester 2



allusion antagonist archetype characterization



act alliteration apostrophe aside 12



climax connotation denotation dialogue fiction figurative language image metaphor mood motif narrator personification point of view (omniscient, first person, limited third person) prose protagonist setting suspense symbol theme tone



blank verse couplet drama figure of speech foil foot free verse hyperbole Iambic pentameter irony dramatic irony rhetorical irony dramatic irony situational irony meter monologue onomatopoeia paradox poetry prologue pun rhyme (end rhyme, internal rhyme) scene soliloquy sonnet stanza



UNITS OF INSTRUCTION - THEMATIC THE BEGINNINGS OF THINGS I.



Essential Questions: • • • • •



What is order? What is chaos? Why do people feel the need to create order? How do people create order out of chaos? Why do people tell stories? Why do people need to find explanations for phenomena they do not understand? 13



• • • • • • • • • II.



Why do stories from different cultures and from different parts of the world share common elements? How do people share information? What is a deity? Why is there a need to differentiate the gods from man? Why do some people imagine deities with human-like characteristics? What do the deities worshiped by a culture tell you about that culture? How do the stories we tell define who we are? What is your idea of paradise? Why do humans search for paradise? Do we ever attain that goal? Suggested Readings:



Honors Anchor Text: Of Mice and Men Mythology selections:



The Beginning of Things Heaven and Earth and Man The Gods and the Maize Men Palace of Mt. Olympus The Four Ages Creation of the World Genesis Films Of Mice & Men The Gods Must Be Crazy



III.



The Beginning of Things Heaven and Earth and Man The Gods and the Maize Men Palace of Mt. Olympus The Four Ages Creation of the World Genesis Films Of Mice & Men The Gods Must Be Crazy



Basic Anchor Text: Of Mice and Men Seedfolks* Mythology selections:



The Beginning of Things Heaven and Earth and Man The Gods and the Maize Men Palace of Mt. Olympus The Four Ages Creation of the World Genesis Films Of Mice & Men The Gods Must Be Crazy



Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • • •



IV.



Regular Anchor Text: Of Mice and Men Mythology selections:



Graphic organizers Organizational tool: PBJ (portfolio-binder-journal), notebook, binder Reading quizzes Objective tests and quizzes Argument of fact Narrative writing Multi-draft essays In-class essays



Suggested Assignments/Projects: A. B. C. D. E.



Create your own myth/world/God. What would happen if… (A speculative essay) Discuss Christopher Boone’s perspective of the world. Is it valid? Discuss a common theme between Of Mice and Men and “To a Mouse”. Possible writing prompts: i. Describe your morning routine in the exact order in which you complete those tasks. ii. What is the tone of …? And how do you know? iii. Describe your room. 14



F. G. H. I. J. K. L.



Describe the happiest time of your life. Describe paradise. Describe a happy time in your life. Claim, evidence, warrant, paragraphs Research report: see amendment for sequence of specific skills Review summary/paraphrase writing format By all means, please ask a colleague if you have any further questions.



MODELS AND MENTORS (God Teacher) I.



Essential Questions: • • • • • • • • • • •



II.



Is it necessary to look to others for advice? Who do we look to for advice? Why do we look to others for advice? What are the qualities of a god-teacher? (Persistent, wise, fair, self-sacrificing, empowering, compassionate, dynamic, humility.) Why do we look to stories and art for advice? Why do we seek knowledge from other sources? Is the transference of instruction from parent to mentor necessary? What are the implications of the transference? What allegiance does a child owe to his parents? What is worthwhile about the mentor relationship? Must authority always be obeyed?



Suggested Readings:



Honors Anchor Texts:



Man the Mythmaker Tuesdays with Morrie Speak



Mythology:



Moses Jesus (29-36, packet) “The Good Samaritan” Commandments Beatitudes “Pandora” “Prometheus” “Phaethon” “Midas” “Pygmalion”



Short Fiction:



“The Program” “Teenage Wasteland” “The Kid Nobody Could Handle” “The Mysterious Stranger” “The Ex-Basketball Player”



Non-fiction:



Nelson Mandela (documentary) “I Have A Dream” Martin Luther King



Regular Anchor Texts:



Basic Anchor Texts:



Montana 1948* Man the Mythmaker Tuesdays with Morrie Speak* Selections from The Odyssey



Montana 1948* Man the Mythmaker Speak* Selections from The Odyssey*



Mythology:



Moses Commandments Beatitudes “Pandora” “Prometheus” “Phaethon” “Midas” “Pygmalion”



Moses Commandments Beatitudes “Pandora” “Prometheus” “Phaethon” “Midas” “Pygmalion”



Mythology:



Short Fiction:



Short Fiction:



“Teenage Wasteland” “The Kid Nobody Could Handle” “The Mysterious Stranger”



Non-fiction:



Nelson Mandela(documentary) “I Have A Dream” Martin Luther King “The Ex-Basketball Player”



“Teenage Wasteland” “The Kid Nobody Could Handle” “The Mysterious Stranger” Nelson Mandela(documentary) “I Have A Dream” Martin Luther King “The Ex-Basketball Player”



Film options: Dead Poets Society
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Non-fiction:



Film options: Dead Poets Society Finding Forrester



Finding Forrester About A Boy Searching for Bobby Fisher The Mighty The Karate Kid



Film options:



Dead Poets Society Finding Forrester About A Boy Searching for Bobby Fisher The Mighty The Karate Kid



III.



Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • • •



IV.



The Mighty About A Boy Searching for Bobby Fisher The Karate Kid



Graphic organizers Organizational tool: PBJ (portfolio-binder-journal), notebook, binder Reading quizzes Objective tests and quizzes Argument of fact and judgment Narrative writing Multi-draft essays In-class essays



Suggested Assignments/Projects: • • • • • • • • • • • •



Extended definition of friendship: Is George a good friend to Lennie? Extended definition of a god-teacher Narrative: a mentor you have Narrative: a valuable lesson from someone Expository: three qualities of a strong friend Letter: advice to an incoming freshman Letter: to an influential person in your life Storyboards: OMAM Add a final chapter to OMAM Rhetorical analysis with OMAM. Literary devices in OMAM (posters) Eulogy and/or ode to Lennie
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THE HERO CYCLE I.



Essential Questions: • • • • • • • •



What is heroism? What are characteristics of the hero? Can everyone be a hero? What is the archetypal hero’s journey? What is the progression of heroes throughout the ages? What is their purpose in society? Are heroes viable in our society today? What is the relationship of power to heroism?



II.



Suggested Readings: Regular Honors Anchor Texts: Anchor Texts: The Odyssey



Supplemental Texts:



“Theseus” “Jason and the Argonauts” “Jason and the Golden Fleece” “Hercules” “Perseus” Selections from The Power of Myth, Campbell “Ex-Basketball Player”, Updike “Karla Ramirez” from Valiant Women in War and Exile: Thirtyeight True Stories The Ramayana “Chi-Li Slays the Serpent” Gilgamesh The Iliad



Films



The Sandlot Unbreakable The Odyssey Star Wars The Simpsons Shark Boy and Lava Girl The Terminator The Gladiator Braveheart The Goonies



The Odyssey The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time* Ender’s Game The Golden Compass



Supplemental Texts:



“Theseus” “Jason and the Argonauts” “Jason and the Golden Fleece” “Hercules” “Perseus” Selections from The Power of Myth, Campbell “Ex-Basketball Player”, Updike “Karla Ramirez” from Valiant Women in War and Exile: Thirtyeight True Stories The Ramayana “Chi-Li Slays the Serpent” Gilgamesh The Iliad



Films



The Sandlot Unbreakable The Odyssey Star Wars The Simpsons Shark Boy and Lava Girl The Terminator The Gladiator Braveheart The Goonies
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Basic Anchor Texts:



Selections from The Odyssey*



The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time Ender’s Game* The Golden Compass



Supplemental Texts:



“Theseus” “Jason and the Argonauts” “Jason and the Golden Fleece” “Hercules” “Perseus” Selections from The Power of Myth, Campbell “Ex-Basketball Player”, Updike “Karla Ramirez” from Valiant Women in War and Exile: Thirtyeight True Stories



Films



The Sandlot Unbreakable The Odyssey Star Wars The Simpsons Shark Boy and Lava Girl The Terminator The Gladiator Braveheart The Goonies



III.



Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • •



IV.



Comic book Multi-draft essay In-class essay Objective tests and quizzes Reading quizzes Exit slips Play Suggested Writing Assignments/Projects:



• • • • • • •



Write your own hero’s journey story. Create a storyboard or a movie based on a hero story, either your own or another person’s story. Create a play using vocabulary and characters from The Odyssey and an assigned location. Trace Christopher Boone/Theseus/a character from either The Sandlot or Unbreakable through the hero’s journey. Write an imitation poem based on “Ex-basketball Player”. Write an extended definition of leadership, heroism. Discuss Odysseus as a hero.



THE END OF INNOCENCE (End of Childhood) I.



Essential Questions: • • • • • • • • • •



What is innocence? What does it mean to lose one’s innocence? What does it mean to be a grown up? What is the relationship between gaining knowledge and losing one’s innocence? Why do we tell stories about the loss of innocence? What emotions are associated with the loss of innocence? What rites of passage do people go through? What are the stages of the rites of passage? Why is it necessary for societies to have rites of passage centering on loss? What roles do mentors serve in the maturation process?
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II.



Suggested Readings:



Suggested Readings Anchor Texts: Anchor Texts:



To Kill A Mockingbird (sem 1 at North) Romeo and Juliet (sem 2) Tuesdays with Morrie* Mythology: Pandora Phaethon Atalanta’s Race Cain and Abel



Romeo and Juliet, or To Kill A Mockingbird



Anchor Texts: Romeo and Juliet, or To Kill A Mockingbird



Mythology/short fiction: Pandora Phaethon Atalanta’s Race



Mythology/short fiction: Pandora Phaethon Atalanta’s Race



Short Fiction: Short Fiction: "Marigolds" "Marigolds" "The Moustache" "The Moustache" "Protestants Cry Too" "Protestants Cry Too" Short Fiction: "Goin’ Fishin’" "Goin’ Fishin’" "Marigolds" “A Brief Moment in the Life of Angus “A Brief Moment in the Life of Angus Bethume” "The Moustache" Bethume” “A & P” "Protestants Cry Too" “A & P” “The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber” "Goin’ Fishin’" ““The Short Happy Life of Francis “The Flood” “A Brief Moment in the Life of Angus Macomber” “Paradise Lost” Bethume” “The Flood” Persepolis “A & P” “Paradise Lost” “The Short Happy Life of Francis Persepolis Macomber” Films: “The Flood” Romeo and Juliet Films: “Paradise Lost” To Kill a Mockingbird Romeo and Juliet Persepolis To Kill a Mockingbird Media Options: Films: End-of-childhood slides from cultures around the Media Options: Romeo and Juliet world. End-of-childhood slides from cultures around To Kill a Mockingbird the world. Media Options: End-of-childhood slides from cultures around the world.



III.



Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • • •



IV.



Narrative writing Textual analysis Multi-draft essays In-class essays Objective tests and quizzes Reading quizzes Exit slips Sonnets



Suggested Writing Assignments/Projects: • • • • •



Found or list poem: Create a poem based on words found in the text that illustrate the differences between innocence and experience. Draw a map of your childhood neighborhood. Writing prompts: Describe the first time you were acutely aware of your gender, ethnicity, or economic class. Identity chart: Pick six incidents that have shaped your identity. Describe the incident and how it has made you who you are. Who is responsible for Romeo and Juliet’s death? 19



DESTRUCTION AND RENEWAL (Cataracts of Heaven) I.



Essential Questions: • • • • • • • • • • • •



What is the apocalypse? What kinds of destruction happen to the earth? What role do humans play in causing destruction? Why is destruction a universal theme across cultures? Why do stories of rebirth follow stories of destruction? Why do we have flood stories? What qualities allow one to survive the flood? Can a whole community reform its morals and values? Who bears responsibilities for the flood? What types of cycles are present in life? How do humans deal with the cyclical nature of life? How do stories, art help us deal with the cycle of destruction and renewal?



II. Suggested Readings: Suggested readings Anchor Text: All Quiet on the Western Front Mythology/short fiction: The Flood (Greek) The Great Flood (Bible) “It is Almost the Year Two Thousand” “It’s A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” War Poetry: “Dulce et Decorum Est” “The Diameter of a Bomb” “next to of course god america i” “Sometime Before Breakfast” “Base Details,” Siegfried Sassoon “The Golf Links Lie So Near the Mill,” Siegfried Sassoon “Buttons,” Carl Sandburg “The Medal,” Taufiq Rafat Songs: “No Man’s Land,” Eric Bogle “The General,” Dispatch Film Options: Gallipoli All Quiet on the Western Front Foot Soldiers documentary Soldier’s Home Media Option: BBC World War One website at http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/war/w wone/



Anchor Text: All Quiet on the Western Front Mythology/short fiction: The Flood (Greek) The Great Flood (Bible) “It is Almost the Year Two Thousand” “It’s A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall" War Poetry: “Base Details,” Siegfried Sassoon “The Golf Links Lie So Near the Mill,” Siegfried Sassoon “Buttons,” Carl Sandburg “The Medal,” Taufiq Rafat Songs: “No Man’s Land,” Eric Bogle “The General,” Dispatch Film Options: Gallipoli All Quiet on the Western Front Foot Soldiers documentary Soldier’s Home Media Option: BBC World War One website at http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/war/w wone/
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Mythology/short fiction: The Flood (Greek) The Great Flood (Bible) “It is Almost the Year Two Thousand” “It’s A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” War Poetry: “Base Details,” Siegfried Sassoon “The Golf Links Lie So Near the Mill,” Siegfried Sassoon “Buttons,” Carl Sandburg “The Medal,” Taufiq Rafat Songs: “No Man’s Land,” Eric Bogle “The General,” Dispatch Film Options: Gallipoli All Quiet on the Western Front Foot Soldiers documentary Soldier’s Home Media Option: BBC World War One website at http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/war/w wone/



III. Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • • • IV.



Graphic organizers Organizational tool: PBJ (portfolio-binder-journal), notebook, binder Reading quizzes Objective tests and quizzes Argument of fact Narrative writing Multi-draft essays In-class essays



Suggested Assignments/Projects: • War Game simulation • Propaganda posters • Interview someone affected by war • I-Search project: Research one aspect of war in the 20th century. • Postcard project: Write a postcard from the perspective of one of the characters in All Quiet on the Western Front. • Essay on the effects of war. • Thematic project (presentation and essay). • Themes and literary devices in WWI poetry.



CHANGES/ THE HUMAN YEAR I.



Essential Questions: • • • • • •



What do you do once you have made these realizations about the world around you? What happens when your way of looking at the world clashes with other people’s? How does a society reconcile these clashes? How do literature and art help us to recognize and reconcile these clashes? What is the individual’s role in bringing about changes in our society? If something has to be done, who is responsible for doing it? What sacrifice do individuals make on behalf of the society in order to bring about change? How do humans bring order out of chaos? (book end question)
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II.



Suggested Readings:



Honors Anchor Text: To Kill A Mockingbird * Romeo & Juliet



Regular Anchor Text: To Kill A Mockingbird Romeo & Juliet



Basic Anchor Text: To Kill A Mockingbird Romeo & Juliet



Mythology/short fiction/poetry: "Demeter & Persephone" "Adonis" 'The Many Deaths of Winter" "In Just-" "Summertime" "The King Must Die" "The Gettysburg Address" "Aztec Lamentation" "The Falling of the Leaves" "After Apple Picking" "The Birthday Party" "Immortal Autumn" "Only Man" "There's A Certain Slant of Light" "Deck the Halls" "The Other Time in the Snow" "A Turn with the Sun" "One Friday Morning"



Mythology/short fiction/poetry: "Demeter & Persephone" "Adonis" 'The Many Deaths of Winter" "In Just-" "Summertime" "The King Must Die" "The Gettysburg Address" "Aztec Lamentation" "The Falling of the Leaves" "After Apple Picking" "The Birthday Party" "Immortal Autumn" "Only Man" "There's A Certain Slant of Light" "Deck the Halls" "The Other Time in the Snow" "A Turn with the Sun" "One Friday Morning"



Mythology/short fiction/poetry: "Demeter & Persephone" "Adonis" 'The Many Deaths of Winter" "In Just-" "Summertime" "The King Must Die" "The Gettysburg Address" "Aztec Lamentation" "The Falling of the Leaves" "After Apple Picking" "The Birthday Party" "Immortal Autumn" "Only Man" "There's A Certain Slant of Light" "Deck the Halls" "The Other Time in the Snow" "A Turn with the Sun" "One Friday Morning"



Film Options: A Man for All Seasons How To Kill a Mockingbird West Side Story Clips from Eyes on the Prize



Film Options: A Man for All Seasons How To Kill a Mockingbird West Side Story Clips from Eyes on the Prize



Film Options: A Man for All Seasons How To Kill a Mockingbird West Side Story Clips from Eyes on the Prize



III. Acceptable Evidence: • • • • • • • •



Graphic organizers Organizational tool: PBJ (portfolio-binder-journal), notebook, binder Reading quizzes Objective tests and quizzes Argument of fact Narrative writing Multi-draft essays In-class essays



IV. Suggested Assignments/Projects: • • • • • •



Map of Self poster: a lá Scout's looking back at her youth in Part 1 in TKMB The Emmett Till Trial Activity Research project on global problem/concern Research paper on activism Research on civil rights Film scene from R&J 22



• • • •



Act out scene from R&J Film scene from TKMB Act out scene from TKMB Director's Notebook for R&J



SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION A CRT including multiple choice questions and an essay component will be used for the summative assessment at the end of the both semesters. Summative assessment must show how students are progressing toward displaying knowledge of the course learning targets. LXR print-outs (e.g. item analysis) will be analyzed by teachers and the directors to improve performance in subsequent years.
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Appendices Units of Instruction - Grammar/Writing/Research



Grammar Emphasis



GRADE 9



GRADE 10



GRADE 12



Sentence Variety



GRADE 11 Economy, Clarify, ACT



Sentence Construction * Parts of Sentences



* Sentence combining



Review



Research Paper



(subject, predicate,



(to teach colons, semicolons,



* Stylistic elements



in/dependent clauses,



variety, etc.)



(tone, voice, syntax,



phrases/sentence fragments)



* More sophisticated



diction)



* Comma Splices



subordination



* Sentence combining



(run-on sentences)



* Pronoun/antecedent



(for economy and



* Subject/verb agreement



* Tense consistency



clarity)



* Tense consistency



(present, past[imperfect,



* ACT review



(present, past, future)



perfect, pluperfect] future)



exercises



* Commonly confused



* Parallelism in a series



words (they're/their/there,



* Possessives



its/it's, etc.)



* Indefinite Pronouns



* Sentence combining



(pronoun/verb agreement;



(to teach parts of speech/



e.g. someone is there)



sentences. Prep phrases too)



* Discourage Passive Voice



Refinement and Senior



* Subordination Writing Emphasis



Semester I



1 ICE per Marking Period



2 ICE's per Marking Period



Note: Assessment



3 pieces of Narrative Writing



(6 total by year-end)



12 total by year-end)



Rubric for



−creation myth



By second semester prompts



−College Essay Writing



State of Illinois:



−character sketch (god teach)



without prior class time



(12 total by year-end) Prompts not given before



Focus



−narrative (end of childhood



devoted to prep.



hand.



−Writing a letter



Organization,



Persuasive Writing



1 OCE (out of class essay)



OPTIONAL 1 OCE per



Senior Research Paper



Conventions,



−focus on claims & evidence



per marking period. (6



semester (Max 2 for



Integration



−Reading responses −single paragraph or short



total by year-end) Prompts can still be



the year) OCE's diminish in



essays



Generated by the teacher



importance here



Preparing for the Future



−Building a Resume



Support/Elaboration,



(9.3. agree or disagree with



because it's a



Semester II



the following:) Emphasis



big test year and kids



Three ICE's (in class essays)



on warrants, introducing



have a better



−can be reading responses



quotes in context,



handle on manipulating



−can be fully prepped; i.e.



transitional phrases.



the internet.



outline, notes, book
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1 ICE per marking period



Research



Recognize and use of the



Generate and defend a thesis independently and



Generate and defend a thesis



Use a more sophisticated



Emphasis



(hypo)thesis, its purpose and



based on an inquiry



independent of teacher



approach to creating and



Note terminology:



placement. Find date to



given by the teacher



prompt. Reinforcement of



supporting an argumentative



Claim,



support an accepted



Evaluate date from



10th grade with added



thesis. Reinforcement of



Evidence and



generalization given by the



opposing viewpoints.



emphasis on using data



11 grade with added



Warrant



teacher. Seek data that is



Evaluate internet



but researching opposing



emphasis on more



reliable, current and



sources.



viewpoints and refuting



sophisticated sources:



authoritative. Recognize



them. Search for



literary criticism; university



bias. Use internet sources



and use of primary



publications; non-reliance



which are "hard copy" i.e.



source materials.



on pamphlets or



NY Times



th



encyclopedias.



Skills: (from Research Manual)



Skills: (from Research Manual)



Skills: (from Research Manual)



Skills: (from Research Manual)



selecting sources bibliography



citing Quotations



conducting Interviews



alternatives to quote cards



paraphrasing



formatting a Research



quote cards



evaluating Sources



Paper



(i.e. Research logs) finding Literary Criticism



quotation basics



literary Criticism



(i.e. title page, first page,



developing an original thesis



outlining



finding Literary Criticism/



Works cited page…)



statement



MLA parenthetical citations



IRC Tour
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LITERARY TERMS AND CONCEPTS Act – The major division of the action in a drama. Alliteration – A repetition of sounds, usually consonant sounds, but sometimes vowel sounds, at the beginnings of words in the same line or in successive lines. For example: “O wild West Wind, thou breth of Autumn’s being” --Percy Bysshe Shelley, “Ode to the West Wind” Allusion – A reference to a presumably familiar person, object, place or event, or to a literary, historical, artistic, mythological, or biblical passage or work which the writer expects will be known to his readers. Antagonist – The character in fiction or drama who stands directly opposed to the protagonist. Apostrophe – The direct address to a deceased or absent person as if he were present, or to an animal or thing, or an abstract idea or quality. Apostrophe is sometimes used with personification. An example of apostrophe without personification is: “Little Lamb, who made thee?” --William Blake, “The Lamb” An example of apostrophe with personification is: “With how sad steps, O Moon, thou climb’st the skies How silently, and with how wan a face!” --Philip Sidney, “With How Sad Steps, O Moon” Archetype – A term brought into literary criticism from the depth psychology of Carl Jung, who holds that behind each individual’s “unconscious” – the blocked-off residue of his past – lies the “collective unconscious” of the human race – the blocked off memory of our human past, even of our pre-human experiences. The unconscious memory makes powerfully effective for us a group of “primordial images” shaped by the repeated experience of our ancestors and is expressed in myths, religions, dreams, fantasies, and in literature. The literary critic applies the term to an image, a descriptive detail, a plot pattern, or a character type that occurs frequently in literature, myth religion, or folklore and is, therefore, believed to evoke profound emotions in the reader because it awakens a primordial image in the unconscious memory. Aside – Private words that a character in a play speaks to the audience or to another character which are not supposed to be overhead by others onstage. Blank Verse – Unrhymed poetry, in which each line usually has ten syllables. Five of the syllables are stressed – generally the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth syllables. For examples: “But, SOFT! What LIGHT through YONder WINdow BREAKS! It IS the EAST, and JULiet IS the SUN! A-RISE, fair SUN, and KILL the Envious MOON Who IS already SICK and PALE with GRIEF That THOU her MAID art FAR more FAIR than SHE.” 26



--William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet Characterization – The manner in which an author reveals aspects of characters. A writer can reveal a character in the following ways: 1. Telling the reader directly what the character is like. 2. Describing how the character looks and dresses. 3. Letting the reader “hear” how the character speaks. 4. Revealing the character’s private thoughts and feelings. 5. Revealing the character’s effect on other people – showing how other characters feel or behave toward the character. 6. Showing the character’s actions. The first method of revealing a character is called direct characterization. The other five methods of revealing a character are called indirect characterization. Climax – The point in dramatic structure that designates the turning point in the action, the place at which rising action reverses and becomes the falling action. Connotation – An association or suggestion which a word calls to mind in addition to its literal meaning. Couplet – Two successive lines, usually rhymed, which form a single unit of verse. For example: “I was angry with my foe. I told it not, my wrath did grow.” --William Blake, “A Poison Tree” Denotation – The literal or dictionary meaning of meanings of a word. Dialogue – A conversation of two or more people as reproduced in writing. Drama – A story that is written to be acted out in front of an audience. Fiction – Prose writing that includes invented material and that does not claim to be factually true. The term fiction most often refers to prose narratives such as novels and short stories. Even though plays an d poems are also works of the imagination, they are not usually classified as fiction. Figurative language – Language that is not meant to be interpreted on a strict literal level because it is in tended to mean something more than or other than its literal meaning. Figure of speech – A word or phrase which describes something in a way that is not literally true but may be meaningful in a deeper sense. The effect of a figure of speech on the reader is generally stronger than that produced by everyday language. Foil – A character who is used as a contrast to another character. This contrast emphasizes the differences between the two characters, bringing out the distinctive qualities in each. Foot – The unit of rhythm in a verse. A foot usually consists of one stressed or long syllable and one or more unstressed or short syllables. Free verse – Poetry that has no regular meter or rhyme scheme. Free verse usually relies instead on the natural rhythms of ordinary speech. 27



Hyperbole – Deliberate overstatement, used for effect. Iambic pentameter – A line of poetry made up of five iambs. An iamb is a metrical foot, or unit of measure, consisting of an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable. Iambic pentameter is by far the most common verse line in English poetry. Shakespeare’s poems, for example, are written primarily in this meter. Image – A word or phrase which brings a picture to the reader’s mind or appeals to his senses of sight, hearing, touch, taste or smell. The collective term for images is imagery. Irony – There are three forms of irony: Verbal (also called Rhetorical), Dramatic and Situational. Rhetorical Irony occurs when a character says one thing but means another. Dramatic Irony occurs when we know what is in store for a character, but the character does not know. This is called dramatic irony because it is so often used in drama (that is, on the stage). Situational Irony describes an occurrence that is not just surprising; it is the opposite of what we expected. In an ironic situation, what actually happens is so contrary to our expectations that it seems to mock human intentions and the confidence with which we plan our futures. Metaphor – A figure of speech in which one thing is compared indirectly to another dissimilar thing, without the use of like, as, or than. For example: “Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun” --William Shakespeare, “No More Be Grieved” Metaphors may appear in more than one line of verse only, or they may be extended through many lines. For example, the first four lines of Shakespeare’s “Sonnet 73” contain an extended metaphor in which late middle age is compared to late autumn: “That time of year thou may’st in me behold When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang Upon those boughs which shake against the cold, Bare ruined choirs where late the sweet birds sang.” Meter – An organized rhythmic pattern created by the repetition of the same foot, or group of stressed and unstressed syllables, throughout a poem. Monologue – Any speech or narrative presented wholly by one person. Mood – The prevailing tone in a piece of literature. Motif – An idea, subject, or pattern that is regularly repeated and developed in a literature, film, music, or the visual arts. Narrator – In the broadest sense, anyone who recounts a narrative, either in writing or orally. In fiction the term is used in a more technical sense, as the ostensible author or teller of the story. Onomatopoeia – The use of words which in their pronunciation suggest the sound of a particular action; for example, “buzz,” “crash,” “sizzle.” However, in poetry it is a much more subtle device than simply the use of such words, when, in an effort to suit sound to sense, the poet creates verses which carry their meaning in their sounds. Oxymoron – A combination of contradictory or incongruous words; eg. Bittersweet 28



Paradox – A self-contradictory statement or situation which nevertheless reveals some truth. For example: “Stone walls do not a prison make, Nor iron bars a cage.” --Richard Lovelace, “To Althea, from Prison” Personification – A figure of speech in which the writer attributes human qualities to animals, inanimate objects, or ideas. For example, “Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay, And the wild Winds flew round, sobbing in their dismay.” --Percy Bysshe Shelley, “Adonais” Poetry – A kind of rhythmic, compressed language that uses figures of speech and imagery designed to appeal to our emotions and imaginations. Point of view – The vantage point from which a writer tells a story. There are three main points of view: 1. Omniscient or all knowing, in which the person telling the story knows everything that is going on in the story. 2. First person, in which the narrator is a character in the story. Using the pronoun “I,” the narrator tells us his or her own experience, but cannot reveal any other character’s private thoughts. 3. Limited third person, in which the narrator is outside the story, like an omniscient narrator, but tells the story from the vantage point of only one character. Prologue – A preface or introduction, most frequently associated with drama. Prose – In the broadest sense, the term is applied to all forms of written or spoken expression which do not have a regular rhythmic pattern. Protagonist – The main character in fiction or drama. Pun – A play on the multiple meanings of a word, or on two words that sound alike but have different meanings. Rhyme – The repetition of two or more words reasonably close to each other in which the last a vowel sound and the last consonant sound are the same. Example: June – moon; sea – me; sleep – weep. If the rhyme occurs at the end of the line, it is called an end rhyme. For example: “He hangs in shades the orange bright, Like golden lamps in a green night.” --Andrew Marvell, “Bermudas” If a rhyme occurs within a line, it is called an internal rhyme. For example: “The ant and the mole sit both in a hole.” --Ben Jonson, “The Masque of Queens” Rhyme scheme – The pattern in which end rhyme occurs throughout a stanza or an entire poem. Rhyme schemes are usually denoted by italicized letters of the alphabet. For example, if the first 29



and third lines of a four-line stanza rhyme, we say that the rhyme scheme is abac (a represents the rhyming words, while b and c represent the words that do not rhyme). If there are two rhymes in a four-line stanza, the rhyme scheme is abab, and if all four lines rhyme, it is aaaa. Scene – In drama, a scene is divisions within the acts. Setting – The time and place of a story. Simile – A figure of speech in which the comparison between two unlike things is expressed directly, usually by means of like or as, or than. Two examples are William Wordsworth’s line, “I wandered lonely as a cloud,” and Robert Burns’s line, “O, my luve’s like a red, red rose.” Soliloquy – A long speech in which a character expresses private thoughts or feelings. This convention generally occurs when the character is alone on stage. Sonnet – A lyric poem of fourteen lines usually written in rhymed iambic pentameter. Sonnets usually follow one of two types of rhyme schemes, but the rhymes may vary. Stanza – A group of lines which constitute a division in a poem. There is space before the last line, and after the last line in each group. Each stanza in a poem usually contains the same number of lines. Suspense – The uncertainty or anxiety we feel about what is going to happen next in a story. Symbol – In a poem, generally a figure of speech in which an object, person , place, event or quality is chosen to stand for something in addition to itself – something which may not be directly mentioned in the poem. For example, the road is a symbol of movement through life in “Sixty-Eighth Birthday” by James Russell Lowell: “As life runs on , the road grows strange With faces new, and near the end The milestones into headstones change, ‘Neath every one a friend.” Notice that although life is mentioned, the road is not described directly as the road of life(a metaphor), or compared to life by means of like, as, or than (a simile). The literal meaning of a symbol is preserved along with the additional meaning that it represents. Theme – The central idea or insight of a work of literature. The theme is not the same as the subject of a work, and is different from a moral (which is a lesson about how to live). Tone – The attitude a writer takes toward the reader, subject, or character. Definitions adapted from: Elements of Literature (1989) by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. A Handbook to Literature (1960), Thrall, Hibbard and Homan, The Odyssey Press, New York. A Book of Poetry – 1 Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 1969.
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COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS By mastering the spelling of these often-confused words, you’ll take care of many of your spelling problems. Study the words carefully, with their examples, before you try the exercises. accept, except Accept is a verb and means “to receive willingly.” I accept your apology. (receive it willingly) Except means “excluding” or “but.” I answered all except the last question. (all but…) advice, advise Advise is a verb (pronounce the s like z). I advise you to go. Use advice when it’s not a verb. I need some advice. affect, effect Affect is a verb and means “to influence.” His opinion will affect my decision. Effect means “result.” If a, an or the is in front of the word, then you’ll know it isn’t a verb and will effect. His words had an effect on my decision. all ready, already If you can leave out the all and the sentence still makes sense, then all ready is the form to use. (In that form, all is a separate word and can be left out.) I’m all ready to go. (I’m ready to go makes sense.) Dinner is all ready. (Dinner is ready makes sense.) But if you can’t leave out the all and still have the sentence make sense, then use already (the form in which the al has to stay in the word). I’m already late. (I’m ready late doesn’t make sense.) are, or, our Are is a verb. We are working hard. Or is used between two possibilities, as “tea or coffee.” Take it or leave it. Our shows we possess something. Our class meets at eight. brake, break Brake means “to slow or stop motion.” It’s also the name of the device that slows or stops motion. You brake to avoid an accident. You slam on your brakes. Break means “to shatter” or “to split.” It’s also the name of an interruption, as “a coffee break.” You break a dish or an engagement or a record. You enjoy your Thanksgiving break. 31



choose, chose I will choose my course of study right now. I chose my course of study yesterday. clothes, cloths She makes her own clothes. We used soft cloths to polish the car. coarse, course Coarse describes texture, as coarse cloth. The sofa was upholstered in coarse cloth. Course is used for all other meanings. Of course I enjoyed that course. complement, compliment The one spelled with an e completes something or brings it to perfection. A 30’ angle is the complement of a 60’ angle. His blue tie complements his gray suit. The one spelled with an i has to do with praise. Remember “I like compliments,” and you’ll remember to use the i spelling when you mean praise. She gave him a compliment. He complimented her on her well-written paper. conscious, conscience Conscious means “aware.” I was not conscious that it was raining. The extra n in conscience should remind you of NO, which is what your conscience often says to you. My conscience told me not to cut class. dessert, desert Dessert is the sweet one, the one you like two helpings of. So give it to helpings of s. We had chocolate cake for dessert. The other one, desert, is used for all other meanings. Don’t desert me. The camel moved slowly across the desert. do, due You do something. I do the best I can. But a payment or an assignment is due; it is scheduled for a certain time. My paper is due tomorrow. does, dose Does is a Verb. He does his work well. She doesn’t care about cars. A dose is an amount of medicine. That was a bitter dose to swallow.
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feel, fill Feel describes your feelings. I feel ill. I feel happy about that B. Fill is what you do to a container. Will you fill my glass again? fourth, forth The number fourth has four in it. (But note that forth does not. Remember the word forty-fourth.) This is our fourth game. That was our forty-fourth point. If you don’t mean a number, use forth. She walked back and forth. have, of Have is a verb. When you say could have, the have may sound like of, but it must not be written that way. Always write could have, would have, should have, might have. I should have finished my work sooner. Then I could have gone home. Use of only in a prepositional phrase. I often think of him. hear, here The last three letters of hear spell “ear.” You hear with your ear. I can’t hear you. Speak up. The other spelling here tells “where.” Note that the three words indicating a place or pointing out something all have here in them: here, there, where. Where are you? I’m right here. it’s, its It’s is a contraction and means “it is” or “it has.” It’s too late now. (it is too late now.) It’s been a long time. (it has been a long time.) Its is a possessive. (Possessives such as its, yours, hers, ours, theirs, whose are already possessive and never take an apostrophe.) Where are you? I’m right here. knew, new Knew has to do with knowledge (both start with k). New means “not old.” I knew I wanted a new job. know, no Know has to do with knowledge (both start with k). I know what I am doing. No means “not any” or the opposite of “yes.” No, I can’t go.
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lead, led The past form of the verb is led. She led the parade yesterday. If you don’t mean past time, use lead, which rhymes with head. (Don’t confuse it with the metal lead, which rhymes with dead.) She will lead the parade today. loose, lose Loose means “not tight.” Note how l o o s e that word is. It has plenty of room for two o’s. My shoestring is loose. The other one, lose, has room for only one o. They are going to lose that game. moral, morale Pronounce these two words correctly, and you won’t confuse them-moral, morale. Moral has to do with right and wrong. It was a moral question. Morale means “the spirit of the group or an individual.” The morale of the team was excellent. passed, past Passed is a verb. He passed the house. Use past when it’s not a verb. He walked past the house. (It’s the same as He walked by the house, so you know it isn’t a verb.) He’s coasting on his past reputation. In the past he has always passed his exams. personal, personnel Pronounce these two correctly, and you won’t confuse them,--personal, personnel. That was his personal opinion. Personnel means “a group of employees.” She was in charge of personnel at the factory. piece, peace Remember “piece of pie.” The one meaning “a piece of something” always begins with pie. I gave him a piece of my mind. The other one, peace, is the opposite of war. They signed a peace treaty. quiet, quite Pronounce these two correctly, and you won’t misspell them. Quiet rhymes with diet. Be quiet. Quite rhyme with bite. I’m quite sure of it.
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right, write Right means “correct” or “proper.” I got ten answers right. Write is what you do with a pen. I’ll write you a long letter soon. than, then Than compares two things. I’d rather have this than that. Then tells when (then and when rhyme, and both have e in them). She finished shopping; then she went home. their, there, they’re Their is a possessive pronoun. Their 1965 car is now a classic. There points out something. (Remember the three words indicating a place or pointing out something all have here in them: here, there, where.) There is where I left it. There were clouds in the sky. There is a contraction and means “they are.” They’re happy now. (They are happy now.) threw, through Threw means “to throw something” in past time. He threw the ball. If you don’t mean “to throw something,” use through. I walked through the door. She’s through with her work. two, too, to Two is a number. I made two B’s last semester. Too means “more than enough” or “also.” The lesson was too difficult and too long. (more than enough.) I found it boring too. (also) Use to for all other meanings. He likes to snorkel. He’s going to the beach. weather, whether Weather refers to atmospheric conditions. I don’t like cold weather. Whether means “if.” I don’t know whether I’ll go. Whether I’ll go depends on the weather. were, where Were is a verb. We were miles from home. Where refers to a place. 35



who’s, whose Who’s is a contraction and always means “who is” or “who has.” Who’s there? (Who is there?) Who’s been eating my pie? (Who has been …?) Whose is a possessive. (Possessives such as whose, its, yours, hers, ours, theirs are already possessive and never taken an apostrophe). Whose coat is this? woman, women Remember that the word is just man or men with wo in front of it. Wo man … woman … one woman Wo men … women … two or more women I’ve seen that woman before. Those women are helping with the Red Cross drive. you’re, your You’re is a contraction that always means “you are.” You’re very welcome. (You are very welcome.) Your is a possessive. Your bike is in the driveway.
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